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Research Overview



Introduction

Generative AI models (LLMs) are AI systems that leverage large-scale 
training data to generate human-like text.

Recently, LLMs (GPT*) have demonstrated remarkable proficiency 
across various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, including 
language comprehension, logical reasoning, and text generation.
This is now transforming a wide range of NLP applications.

But how well do GPT* models perform on Languages of the world?



LLMs Training Data

LLMs training data is primarily English content created 
in Global North. But ~ 6 billion people do not speak 
English, as their first language.

This raises questions about the proficiency of LLMs in 
understanding and generating text in other languages, 
and what might this mean for non-English-speaking 
regions worldwide.

It is crucial to evaluate multilingual capabilities of 
these models as performance gains in high-resource 
languages may not generalize to all languages.



Advancing Multilingual Evaluation of Generative AI: 
MEGA

MEGA benchmark: Introduce a comprehensive evaluation of 
generative LLMs on 70 typologically diverse languages, 
covering 16 tasks and 4 LLMs i.e., GPT-3.5 models (text-
davinci-003 and gpt-3.5-turbo), GPT-4 and BLOOMZ.

Performance comparison: Compare generative LLMs with 
state-of-the-art non-autoregressive models such as TULRv6, 
MuRIL to assess their effectiveness.

Optimal prompting strategies for non-English languages: 
Recommend effective strategies for using generative LLMs in 
diverse linguistic contexts, enhancing performance.



MEGA: Tasks, Datasets & 
Languages

Tasks & Datasets in MEGA



MEGA: LLMs

OpenAI models:
o GPT-3.5 text-davinci-003, supporting 4096 tokens,
o GPT-3.5-turbo, supporting 16k tokens, 
o GPT-4 model, supporting 32k tokens. 

Prompt-based Baselines:
o BLOOMZ

SOTA Fine-tuned Baselines:
o TULRv6
o XLM-R
o mT5 
o MuRIL



Evaluation Methodology



MEGA Framework: The Prompt Approach

o We adopt the prompt-based approach to 
evaluate LLMs on multilingual benchmark. 

o We use Promptsource for prompt tuning.

o Prompting Strategies
o Monolingual
o Zero-Shot Cross Lingual
o Translate Test 



MEGA Framework: Prompting Structure

Example of multilingual prompting



MEGA Framework: Prompting Examples



MEGA Framework: Prompting Strategies

The k-shot randomly selected examples for in-context 
supervision are of the same language as the test examples.



MEGA Framework: Prompting Strategies

The k-shot examples for in-context supervision are sampled 
from a pivot language which is different from the language of 
the test examples.



MEGA Framework: Prompting Strategies

The k-shot examples are sampled from English data while the 
test examples are translated to English using Bing Translator.



Performance Analysis



MEGA Results: Comparing Different Models

GPT-3.5 (DV003 and Turbo) performs worse than SOTA 
models. Best performance is with data point and context 
translated to English and back.

Gap between GPT4 and SOTA models is reduced 
(but significantly worse than English). GPT4 can be 
queried directly in target language for many high-resource 
and Latin script languages.

GPT4 is significantly better than GPT-3.5 
(Turbo), showing how multilingual behavior is beginning 
to appear for some languages and tasks, where monolingual 
performance surpasses or comes close to translation*

For low-resource languages, translating into English 
or other high-resource languages provides benefits.

*Caveat: it is unclear which evaluation datasets GPT4 has seen during training, working on creating new, harder multilingual evaluation benchmarks



MEGA Results: Comparing different Prompting Strategies

We compare three prompting strategies: monolingual, translate-test, and zero-shot cross-lingual. 

Zero-shot cross-lingual performs similarly to Monolingual for DV003 but shows a drop in performance for GPT-3.5-Turbo, especially for tasks 
involving extremely low-resource languages like Quechua and Haitian Creole. 

Grounding the model through Monolingual prompting helps the model understand these languages better, resulting in improved 
predictions.

Translate-test generally improves performance, particularly for DV003. For datasets with low-resource and non-Latin script languages like 
IndicXNLI and XStoryCloze, the gains with translate-test are even more significant. 



MEGA Results: Comparing different Prompting Strategies

Translate-test: languages like Burmese, Tamil, and Telugu see upto > 30% relative improvement by Translate-Test over Monolingual, while for 
high-resource languages such as French and Spanish, the two perform similarly.



MEGA Results: Comparing different Prompting Strategies

Monolingual and Translate Test are much more on par for GPT-4, but even there for low-resource languages like Burmese and Tamil, 
translate-test improves the performance by a significant margin



MEGA Results: Comparing different Prompting Strategies. 
Does Translate-Test Solve the Problem?

76%

54%

Well No! The gap between performance in English and performance obtained after translate-test for languages like Urdu can still be 
significantly high!



MEGA Results: Linguistic Comparison

GPT-3.5-Turbo

LLMs tend to work well on higher-resource languages families (Indo-European: Germanic and Romance families) with 
Latin Scripts
Low-resource languages (Dravidian families) with limited training data and fewer available resources such as Tamil, Telugu 
pose challenges for LLMs.

GPT-3.5-Turbo



Factors Affecting Multilingual 
Performance in LLMs



Tokenization
Tokenization impact: Tokenization influences the performance of LLMs, as demonstrated by the disparity between 
Open AI models, mBERT and BLOOMZ tokenizers, and language-specific tokenizers.

Disparities in behavior: Differential behavior of tokenization across languages can explain the poor performance of 
generative models, especially in monolingual settings.

Limitations in lower-resource languages: Inadequate tokenization in lower-resource languages can restrict context 
encapsulation, resulting in issues such as poor context representation and performance on downstream tasks.

Tokenizer Fertility for GPT, BLOOMZ and mBERT for different languages



Tokenization
Tokenization impact: Strong correlations between tokenizer fertility and performance on many tasks!



Amount of Pre-training Data
Similarly, we see strong correlations for a subset of tasks with amount of pre-training data and 
performance



Challenges with Multilingual 
Benchmarking



Benchmarking Challenges: Did we try out everything?

A Kaleidoscope of Choices. So many decisions to be 
made while evaluation
• Choice of Prompt
• Choice of Few-shot samples (size and type)
• Prompting Strategies (Explanations, CoT?)
• Choice of language of prompts
• Use of External Tools
• Decoding Hyper-parameters



Benchmarking Challenges : Test data contamination 
• Given the massive amount of online data that LLMs are 

trained with, it is critical to factor in the possibility of 
contamination of test datasets

• We consider three factors to get some sense of dataset 
contamination: i) LLM's knowledge of the dataset, ii) 
availability of test datasets on the internet, and iii) dataset 
release date.

• Collectively, this connotes that for tasks like XStoryCloze
and IndicQA there is a weak suspicion against 
contamination. While all other tasks are highly likely 
contaminated (except Jigsaw, and Code-Mixed datasets).



MEGA Benchmark: 
Summary

• There is a significant disparity between the 
performance of LLMs in English vs non-English 
languages, especially low-resource languages with 
non-Latin scripts

• Previous generation fine-tuned models fare much 
better for most tasks we evaluate

• It if often difficult to do better than translating 
target language inputs to English to solve the 
problem, and even that is vastly sub-optimal!

• Bad tokenization and poor representation in the 
pre-training data might explain the sub-par 
performance on low-resource languages



Looking Forward



Advancing Multilingual 
Evaluation of Generative LLMs: 
Future Directions

Expand language coverage: Include more diverse and low-
resource languages for comprehensive evaluation (Masakhane and 
AmericasNLP datasets).

Model coverage: Include PaLM and other models to expand 
comparison beyond OpenAI models, BLOOMZ, and SOTA models.

Explore additional evaluation dimensions: Incorporate 
calibration, bias, and disinformation to provide a holistic 
assessment beyond traditional metrics (Example: ROUGE-L 
limitations; Need for Human Evaluation).

Incorporate more NLP tasks and real-world datasets: Extend 
benchmark to cover a wider range of standard NLP tasks and real-
world applications (MARI's LLMs evaluation on EPOCh data).



Questions



Get in touch
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